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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the class of context-sensitive languages (CSL) coincides with
the nondeterministic space complexity class NSPACE(n) and that there exist context-
sensitive languages for which the membership problem is PSPACE-complete. Thus,
the degree of complexity of these languages in their full generality is too high for
practical applications. On the other hand, the context-free languages (CFL) are not
powerful enough to completely describe all the syntactical aspects of a programming
language like PASCAL, since some of them are inherently context dependent. There
are various alternatives to define classes of languages that are strictly between CFL
and CSL. One approach is based on making the context-free grammars more
powerful by adding certain attributes that must be evaluated in order to decide
whether a sentence derived from that grammar is considered to be ‘‘valid’’
[Knu68]. Another approach is based on restricting the power of context-sensitive
grammars. For example, Gladkij considered context-sensitive grammars with an
additional bound on the length of derivations ([Gla64a], see also [Boo69]). With
a linear time-bound these grammars generate the languages in the class CSLlin ,
which, however, still contains NP-complete languages [Boo78]. Also these restrictions
seem to be rather artificial.
Dahlhaus and Warmuth [DW86] considered growing context-sensitive grammars,
that is, context-sensitive grammars for which each production rule is strictly length-
increasing. Obviously, for such a grammar the length of a derivation is bounded
from above by the length of the sentence derived. Dahlhaus and Warmuth prove
that all growing context-sensitive languages (GCSL), that is, the languages that are
generated by growing context-sensitive grammars, have membership problems that
are solvable in polynomial time. In fact, GCSL is contained in the class LOGCFL
of languages that are logspace-reducible to context-free languages. Therefore, GCSL
is contained in the uniform circuit complexity class AC1, and hence, for each growing
context-sensitive language there exists an efficient parallel algorithm for deciding
membership in that language [Ruz80]. In particular, the class GCSL is strictly in
between the classes CFL and CSL.
From the definition it might appear that GCSL is not an interesting class of
languages, but as shown by Buntrock and Lorys , GCSL is an abstract family of
languages [BL92], that is, this class of languages is closed under union, concatena-
tion, iteration, intersection with regular languages, =-free homomorphisms, and
inverse homomorphisms. Exploiting these closure properties Buntrock and Lorys
characterized the class GCSL by various other classes of grammars that are less
restricted [BL92, BL94].
Using these grammars we characterize the class GCSL by a nondeterministic
machine model. The basis of this model is the nondeterministic pushdown automaton
with two pushdown stores (TPDA). Several variants of this machine model have been
investigated [Boo82, GH68, Loe70, Wal70]. We have found that the variant where
the input is provided as the initial contents of one of the pushdown stores is most
appropriate for our purposes. Since in full generality this model is equivalent to the
Turing machine, we place an additional restriction on it. We assign a positive
weight to each tape symbol and each internal state symbol of the machine. By
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adding up the weights this gives a weight for each configuration. Now we require
that the weight of the actual configuration strictly decreases with each step of the
TPDA. In this way we obtain the so-called shrinking TPDA (sTPDA). Our first
main result states that a language is growing context-sensitive if and only if it is
accepted by some shrinking TPDA. Obviously, the running time of a shrinking
TPDA is bounded from above by a linear function. It follows that the class GCSL
is contained in the class CSLlin mentioned above. If, instead, we require that the
weight of the actual configuration of a TPDA never increases, then we obtain
the so-called bounded TPDA, which characterizes the class of all context-sensitive
languages.
Since the TPDA is a nondeterministic device, it is only natural to ask what class
of languages is characterized by the deterministic variant of the shrinking TPDA.
The languages accepted by them could be called ‘‘deterministic growing context-
sensitive languages,’’ but we have chosen a different name based on another charac-
terization for this class of languages. In [MNO88] McNaughton et al. defined the
concept of a ChurchRosser language (CRL). Essentially, a language is a Church
Rosser language if it consists of all the ancestors of a special symbol with respect
to a finite, length-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting system (see Section 4 for
the exact definitions). String-rewriting systems are a classical means for investigating
formal languages and congruence relations over finite alphabets. Of particular interest
are those string-rewriting systems that are Noetherian and confluent. Here a system
is called Noetherian if it does not admit infinite sequences of reductions. Examples
are systems that are length-reducing or weight-reducing. It is called confluent if it
satisfies the confluence property for all strings (see Section 4). Systems that are both
Noetherian and confluent are of interest, since they define unique normal forms for
all their congruence classes (see [BO93] for a thorough discussion of these topics).
In [Boo82] a deterministic TPDA is presented that, on input a string w, computes
the irreducible descendant (that is, the normal form) of w with respect to a
Noetherian and confluent string-rewriting system. In general, this deterministic
TPDA is not shrinking, but if the underlying string-rewriting system is length-reducing,
then it is. Based on this observation we prove that each CRL is accepted by a
shrinking deterministic TPDA. Unfortunately, it is not at all clear whether all the
languages accepted by these machines are indeed ChurchRosser languages.
However, by admitting finite, weight-reducing, and confluent string-rewriting
systems we arrive at the concept of a generalized ChurchRosser language (GCRL),
and our second main result states that a language is accepted by a shrinking deter-
ministic TPDA if and only if it is a GCRL. This establishes an unexpectedly close
relationship between the growing context-sensitive languages and the (generalized)
ChurchRosser languages.
Based on this result we then conclude that the classes of languages GCRL and
CFL, and therewith CRL and CFL, are incomparable under set inclusion, thus
confirming a conjecture of [MNO88]. This also proves that GCRL is a proper
subclass of GCSL, which means that the nondeterministic variant of the shrinking
TPDA is strictly more powerful than its deterministic counterpart.
In addition, we give a new closure property for the class of generalized Church
Rosser languages, by showing that, for each GCRL L consisting only of irreducible
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strings with respect to some normalized and weight-reducing string-rewriting system R,
the set of all ancestors of strings in L with respect to the leftmost reduction induced by
R is again a generalized ChurchRosser language (Theorem 4.9).
Finally, we improve upon the result of Dahlhaus and Warmuth mentioned before
by showing that each growing context-sensitive language is reducible to a context-
free language by a one-way logspace reduction, that is, it is accepted by an auxiliary
pushdown automaton with logarithmic space bound and polynomial time bound
that uses its input tape in a one-way fashion [Bra77, Lau88]. This result will be
proved by presenting an algorithm for the membership problem of a growing context-
sensitive language that can be executed on such a one-way auxiliary pushdown
automaton (OW-auxPDA) in polynomial time within logarithmically bounded
space. As observed by Dahlhaus and Warmuth [DW86] each derivation graph of
a growing context-sensitive language contains a consistent set of terminal paths that
are of logarithmic length only (see Section 6 for details). Given a terminal string w,
our algorithm tries to guess a derivation graph that describes a derivation of w in
the GCSG considered. This will essentially be done by first guessing a path from the
vertex of the derivation graph, which is labeled with the start symbol of the given
GCSG, to the terminal vertex that is labeled with the leftmost symbol of the given
string w, and by then reconstructing the derivation graph by moving this path from
left to right across the graph. However, since the paths considered may not be
bounded in length by a logarithmic function of the length of the input string w, we
use the data structure of list of leftmost paths to represent these paths. By manipulating
the actual list of leftmost paths appropriately, the path considered, which is the
main path of this list, is moved across the derivation graph. If w can actually be
generated by the grammar considered, then this (nondeterministic) algorithm will
find a corresponding derivation graph.
As observed by Lautemann [Lau88] the language L0 :=[ww | w # [a, b]*] cannot
be accepted by any one-way auxiliary pushdown automaton within space bound
s(n) for any sublinear function s # o(n). From this observation Buntrock obtained
the fact that the class CSL lin contains languages that cannot be accepted by any
OW-auxPDA within space bound s(n) for any function s # o(- n) [Bun96]. Thus,
together with the inclusion GCSLCSLlin the above complexity result implies that
GCSL is a proper subclass of CSL lin . Hence, our results describe the location of the
class of growing context-sensitive languages within the hierarchy of subclasses of
CSL considered in the literature quite exactly. Note also that CSLlin is strictly
contained in CSL [Gla64b, Boo69].
The paper closes with a short discussion of open problems concerning our results
and the language classes considered.
2. SHRINKING TWO-PUSHDOWN AUTOMATA
A concept that we use throughout this paper is that of assigning a weight to each
symbol of a finite alphabet. Accordingly a function .: 7  N+ is called a weight
function for 7. Its extension to 7*, which we will also denote by ., is defined
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inductively as follows: .(=)=0, where = denotes the empty string, and .(wa)=
.(w)+.(a) for all w # 7* and a # 7. Now we present the machine model that is
central to our investigations.
Definition 2.1. (a) A two-pushdown automaton (TPDA) is a nondeterministic
automaton with two pushdown stores. Formally, it is defined as a 7-tuple M=(Q, 7,
1, $, q0 , =, F ), where
 Q is the finite set of states,
 7 is the finite input alphabet,
 1 is the finite tape alphabet with 17 and 1 & Q=<,
 q0 # Q is the initial state,
 = # 1"7 is the bottom marker of the pushdown stores,
 FQ is the set of final (or accepting) states, and
 $: Q_1_1  2Q_1*_1* is the transition relation, where $(q, a, b) is a
finite set for each triple (q, a, b) # Q_1_1.
M is a deterministic two-pushdown automaton (DTPDA), if $ is a (partial) function
from Q_1_1 into Q_1*_1*.
(b) A configuration of a TPDA M is described as uqv with q # Q and u, v # 1*,
where u is the contents of the first pushdown store with the first letter of u at the
bottom and the last letter of u at the top, q is the current state, and v is the contents
of the second pushdown store with the last letter of v at the bottom and the first
letter of v at the top. M induces a computation relation |&*M on the set of configura-
tions, which is the reflexive, transitive closure of the single-step computation relation
|&M (see, e.g., [HU79]). For an input string w # 7*, the corresponding initial
configuration is =q0w=. M can accept either by empty pushdown stores or by final
state:
N(M) :=[w # 7* | _q # Q: =q0w= |&*M q],
L(M) :=[w # 7* | _q # F _: # 1*: =q0w= |&*M :q].
(c) A (D)TPDA M is called shrinking (or bounded) if there exists a weight
function .: Q _ 1  N+ such that, for all q # Q and a, b # 1, if ( p, u, v) # $(q, a, b),
then .( puv)<.(qab) (or .( puv).(qab), respectively). By sTPDA and sDTPDA
we denote the corresponding classes of shrinking automata.
Thus, if M is a shrinking TPDA with weight function ., then .(u1q1v1)>.(u2q2v2)
holds for all configurations u1q1v1 and u2q2v2 of M that satisfy u1q1v1 |&M u2q2v2 .
Observe that the input is provided to a TPDA as the initial contents of its second
pushdown store, and that, even when accepting by final state, a TPDA is required
to empty its second pushdown store. Thus, it is forced to consume the input
completely. Using standard techniques from automata theory it can be shown that
we may require the following property for a (shrinking) (D)TPDA M=(Q, 7, 1, $,
q0 , =, F ):
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Whenever a pushdown store of M is nonempty, then its contents is of the form u=
with u # (1"[=])*, where = is at the bottom, that is, the special symbol = can only
occur at the bottom of a pushdown store, and no other symbol can occur at that place.
From the definition of the transition relation $ we see that M halts immediately
whenever one of its pushdown stores is emptied. Because of the above property this
happens if and only if a transition of the form (q, a, =) [ (q$, :, =) or (q, =, b) [
(q$, =, ;) is performed. Thus, it suffices to have a single accepting state qf for M.
Using these remarks, we obtain the following technical result. It can easily be shown
by using standard techniques.
Proposition 2.2. (a) Let M be a TPDA (sTPDA, DTPDA, sDTPDA). Then
there exists an automaton M$ of the same type such that N(M)=L(M$).
(b) Let M be a TPDA (sTPDA, DTPDA, sDTPDA). Then there exists an
automaton M" of the same type such that L(M)=N(M").
Detailed proofs can be found in [Bun93, Bun96]. An analogous result holds
for the bounded TPDA. In the following we can thus always take the notion of
acceptance that is more convenient.
If we require that the transition relation $ is a mapping from Q_1_1 to finite
subsets of Q_1*_(1 _ [=]), then we get a variant of the (traditional) pushdown
automaton. Thus, with this additional restriction the TPDA characterizes the context-
free languages. In particular, the corresponding version of the DTPDA characterizes
the class of deterministic context-free languages. However, due to the extra symbol
on the ‘‘input tape’’ this version of the DTPDA is more powerful with respect to the
acceptance by empty pushdown than the deterministic pushdown automaton.
3. GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES
The class of growing context-sensitive languages (GCSL) is defined by a syntactical
restriction on context-sensitive grammars [DW86]. Here we give a characterization
of the class GCSL in terms of the sTPDA.
Definition 3.1. A grammar is a quadruple G=(N, T, S, P), where N and T
are the finite disjoint alphabets of nonterminal and terminal symbols, respectively,
S # N is the start symbol, and P is a finite set of productions of the form :  ; with
:, ; # (N _ T)*, where : contains at least one nonterminal symbol.
(a) If |:||;| holds for all productions (:  ;) # P, then the grammar G is
called a context-sensitive grammar (CSG).
(b) The grammar G is a growing context-sensitive grammar (GCSG) if the
start symbol S does not appear on the right-hand side of any production of G, and
if |:|<|;| holds for all productions (:  ;) # P satisfying :{S.
(c) The grammar G is a quasi-growing grammar (QGG) if there exists a
weight function .: N _ T  N+ such that .(:)<.(;) holds for all productions
(:  ;) # P.
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(d) The grammar G is a quasi-growing context-sensitive grammar (QGCSG)
if it is quasi-growing and context-sensitive.
(e) A language L is called context-sensitive (growing context-sensitive) if it
is generated by some context-sensitive (growing context-sensitive) grammar. These
language classes will be denoted by CSL and GCSL, respectively.
The quasi-growing grammars were introduced by Buntrock and Lorys , who also
derived the following result.
Proposition 3.2 [BL92, BL94]. The following three statements are equivalent:
(1) L is a growing context-sensitive language, that is, it is generated by a GCSG.
(2) L is generated by a QGG.
(3) L is generated by a QGCSG.
Now we come to the first part of our intended characterization theorem. It is
based on the fact that a quasi-growing grammar can be used to simulate the
computations of a shrinking TPDA in reverse order.
Theorem 3.3. If a language L is accepted by some shrinking TPDA, then L is a
growing context-sensitive language.
Proof. Let M=(Q, 7, 1, $, q0 , =, <) be a shrinking TPDA with weight
function .: Q _ 1  N+ such that N(M)=L, that is, for all w # 7*, w # L if and
only if =q0w= |&*Mq for some q # Q. Without loss of generality we may assume that
M does not contain any transitions that enter state q0 . From M we construct a
grammar G=(N, T, S, P) as follows:
 N :=(Q"[q0]) _ (1"(7 _ [=])) _ [S], where S is a new symbol,
 T :=7 _ [q0 , =], and
 P consists of the following productions for all q # Q and a, b # 1:
S  =q= if (q$, =, =) # $(q, =, =) for some q$ # Q,
:q$;  aqb if (q$, :, ;) # $(q, a, b).
By defining .(S) :=1 we see that .(l)<.(r) holds for all productions (l  r) # P.
Hence this grammar is quasi-growing.
Claim 1. If =q0w= |&(n)M :q;, then :q; O
(n)
G =q0w=. Here |&
(n)
M ( O
(n)
G ) denotes
the n-fold iteration of the relation |&M ( OG).
Proof. By induction on n: The statement holds trivially for n=0. Assume now
that =q0w= |&(n)M :q; |&M :1q1;1 , that is, :=:0 a, ;=b;0 , :1=:0 :$ and ;1=;$;0
for some a, b # 1, and :$, ;$ # 1*, where (q1 , :$, ;$) # $(q, a, b). Then (:$q1;$  aqb) # P,
and hence, :1q1;1=:0 :$q1 ;$;0 OG :0aqb;0=:q; O(n)G =q0w= by the induction
hypothesis. K
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From the proof of Claim 1 we see that =q0w= |&(n)M q implies that S O
(n)
G =q0 w=,
because the last step in the computation =q0 w= |&(n)M q must be of the form
=q$= |&M q.
Claim 2. For all :, ; # 1*, w # 7*, and q # Q, if :q; O(n)G =q0 w=, then
=q0w= |&(n)M :q;.
Proof. By induction on n: Again the statement is obvious for n=0. If :q; OG
:1 q1 ;1 O(n)G =q0w=, then :=:0:$, ;=;$;0 , :1=:0a and ;1=b;0 for some
(:$q;$  aq1b) # P. Hence, =q0w= |&(n)M :1q1;1=:0 aq1b;0 |&M :0:$q;$;0=:q;. K
Thus, if S OG =q= O*G =q0w=, then =q0w= |&*M q$ for some q$ # Q. Hence,
L(G)=[=q0] } N(M) } [=]=[=q0] } L } [=], and so the language [=q0] } L } [=]
is growing context-sensitive by Proposition 3.2. Since the class GCSL is closed
under bounded homomorphisms [Bun93, Bun96], this implies that L is a growing
context-sensitive language. K
To establish the converse we will show that, for each QGCSG G, there exists a
shrinking TPDA that accepts the language generated by G. To construct this TPDA
we will use the notion of a weight-reducing string-rewriting system.
String-rewriting systems form a special class of term-rewriting systems, and as
such they have been investigated extensively. Here and in the next section we just
restate a few basic facts that we will need in this paper. As our main reference on
string-rewriting systems we use the monograph by Book and Otto [BO93], where
the various aspects of string-rewriting systems are discussed in detail and where
references to the original literature can be found.
Definition 3.4. Let 7 be a finite alphabet. A ( finite) string-rewriting system R
on 7 is a (finite) set of pairs of strings from 7*. By R we denote the single-step
reduction relation on 7* that is induced by R:
u R v iff _x, y # 7* _(l  r) # R: u=xly and v=xry.
The reflexive transitive closure *R of R is the reduction relation induced by R,
and the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive closure W *R is the Thue congruence
generated by R. The system R is called
 length-reducing if |l|>|r| holds for each rule (l  r) # R, and
 weight-reducing if there exists a weight function .: 7  N+ such that
.(l)>.(r) holds for each rule (l  r) # R.
Let G=(N, T, S, P) be a CSG generating the language LT*, and let 7 :=
N _ T. The string-rewriting system RG :=[;  : | (:  ;) # P] on 7 is called the
string-rewriting system underlying the grammar G. We note that, for each w # T*,
we have w # L if and only if w *RG S holds. Further, if the grammar G is quasi-
growing with respect to a weight function .: N _ T  N+ , then the string-rewriting
system RG is weight-reducing with respect to that same weight function.
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Using the string-rewriting system RG underlying a QGCSG G we will construct
a TPDA M(G)=(Q, T, 1, $, q0 , =, [qf]) that, given a string w # T* as input, guesses
a reduction sequence w=w0 RG w1 RG w2 RG } } } RG wm , and that accepts if
and only if wm=S. We will see that M(G) can be realized in such a way that it is
shrinking. The correctness of this construction will be based on the notion of an
ordered reduction sequence.
Definition 3.5. Let R be a string-rewriting system, and let w0 R w1 R w2
R } } } R wm be a reduction sequence; further, let ui , vi # 7* and (li  ri) # R
such that wi=uili vi and wi+1=uirivi , i=0, 1, ..., m&1. This reduction sequence is
called ordered, if, for no i # [0, 1, ..., m&2], ui+1l i+1 is a prefix of ui .
From Griffiths’ results on ‘‘canonical’’ derivations in general rewriting systems
[Gri68] we immediately obtain the following.
Proposition 3.6. Let G=(N, T, S, P) be a CSG, and let RG be its underlying
string-rewriting system. Then, for each reduction sequence w0 RG w1 RG } } } RG wm
=S, there exists an ordered reduction sequence w0 RG w$1 RG } } } RG w$m=S of
the same length.
In [Boo82] a DTPDA is described that computes a leftmost reduction with
respect to a string-rewriting system. By modifying this DTPDA appropriately we
obtain the TPDA M(G). In the next section we will turn to the deterministic case.
The TPDA M(G) will try to guess an ordered reduction sequence w=w0 RG w1
RG } } } RG wm=S, given a string w # T* as input. For doing so it will proceed as
follows. In its finite control M(G) has a ‘‘buffer’’ that can store a string y # 7* of
length at most + :=max[ |l| | (l  r) # RG]. By combining the contents =x of the
first pushdown store with the contents y of the buffer and the contents z= of the
second pushdown store we obtain a string =xyz= such that w *RG xyz. The buffer
will be used as a window that is moved across the actual string from 7* from left
to right. Whenever its contents has a suffix that is the left-hand side l of a rule
(l  r) # RG , then M(G) can either remove l from the buffer, pushing r onto the
second pushdown store, or it can just keep on moving the window to the right. The
TPDA M(G) will finally accept when it reaches the combined contents =S=.
Theorem 3.7. Let G=(N, T, S, P) be a QGCSG. Then there exists a shrinking
TPDA M(G)=(Q, T, 1, $, q0 , =, [qf]) such that, for each w # T*, =q0 w= |&*M(G) qf
if and only if w # L(G).
Proof. Let RG be the string-rewriting system on 7 :=N _ T underlying the
given grammar G. Since G is a QGCSG, RG is a finite weight-reducing string-rewrit-
ing system. Let : 7  N+ be a weight function such that (l)>(r) holds for all
(l  r) # RG . From RG we construct the TPDA M(G) :=(Q, T, 1, $, q0 , =, [q f]) as
follows.
Let 7 be an alphabet that is in 1-to-1 correspondence to 7 such that
7 & 7 =<, and let &: 7*  7 * denote the corresponding isomorphism. Let
+ :=max[ |l| | (l  r) # RG], and let
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 1 :=7 _ 7 _ [=],
 Q :=(+j=0 7
j)_[ p0 , p1 , pf], where p0 , p1 , and pf are new symbols,
 q0 :=(=, p0), and
 qf :=(S, pf).
Further, the transition relation $ is defined as follows. Observe that in the defini-
tions by cases following any applicable case can be used nondeterministically.
((u1 , p1), b , ra) if u=u1l for some (l  r) # RG ,
$((u, p0), b , a) :={((ua, p0), b , =) if |u|<+,((va, p0), b c , =) if |u|=+, and u=cv for some c # 7,
where u # 7+, b # 7 _ [=], and a # 7 (here 7+ :=+j=0 7 j),
$((u, p0), b , =) :={((u1 , p1), b
 , r=)
((u, pf), b , =)
if u=u1l for some (l  r) # RG ,
otherwise,
where u # 7+ and b # 7 _ [=],
((bu, p1), =, a) if b # 7 and |u|<+&1,
$((u, p1), b , a) :={((bu, p0), =, a) if b # 7 and |u|=+&1,((u, p0), =, a) if b ==
for all u # 7+ and a # 7 _ [=], and finally,
$((S, p f), =, =)=((S, pf), =, =).
M(G) is exactly the nondeterministic version of the DTPDA described informally
in the proof of Theorem 2.2.9 (p. 44) of [BO93]. Using the arguments given there
the following claim can be proved easily. Note that the nondeterminism only comes
from the fact that, each time a rule from RG is applicable, M(G) has to choose
between applying that rule or moving more symbols from the second to the first
pushdown store.
Claim 1. If =q0w= |&*M(G) =x ( y, pi)z=, then x # 7 *, y # 7+, and z # 7*
satisfying w *RG xyz.
Thus, if w # N(M(G)), that is, =q0w= |&*M(G) (S, pf), then =q0w= |&*M(G)
=(S, pf)= implying that w *RG S. Hence, N(M(G))L(G).
On the other hand, we have the following result.
Claim 2. For all w # T*, if w *RG S, then =q0 w= |&*M(G) (S, pf).
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Proof. Let w # T* such that w *RG S. Then there exists an ordered reduction
sequence w=w0 RG w1 RG } } } RG wm=S, that is, there are strings ui , vi # 7*
and rules (li  ri) # RG such that wi=uili vi and wi+1=ui rivi , i=0, 1, ..., m&1,
and |ui+1 li+1 |>|ui |, i=0, 1, ..., m&2.
By induction on i we will prove that
(V)=q0 w= |&*M(G) =x i ( yili , p0) vi= for all i=0, 1, ..., m&1,
where ui=xiyi such that | yi |=+&|li |, if |ui |+|li |>+, and xi== and yi=ui , if
|ui |+|li |+.
i=0: Using exclusively the read-transitions for p0 , we see that
=q0w= |&*M(G) =x 0( y0l0 , p0) v0=.
i  i+1: Inductively we can assume that
=q0w= |&*M(G) x i ( yili , p0) vi= |&M(G)x i ( yi , p1) rivi =.
Now wi+1=ui rivi=xiyirivi=ui+1li+1vi+1 , and since |ui+1li+1 |>|ui |=
|xi |+| yi | , we see that the TPDA M(G) just needs to refill its buffer by reading
some symbols from the first pushdown store, and then to read |ui+1li+1 |&|ui |
symbols from the second pushdown store in order to reach the configuration
=x i+1( yi+1l i+1, p0) vi+1=. This completes the proof of (V).
Hence, =q0w= |&*M(G) =x m&1( ym&1lm&1 , p0) vm&1=
|&M(G) =x m&1( ym&1 , p1) rm&1vm&1===(=, p1) S= |&M(G) =(=, p0) S=
|&M(G) =(S, p0)= |&M(G) =(S, p f)= |&M(G) (S, pf).
This completes the proof of Claim 2. K
It remains to define a weight function .: 1 _ Q  N+ such that M(G) is shrinking
with respect to ..
Let max:=max[(a) | a # 7], and let & :=max } max[ |r| | (l  r) # RG]+1. The
weight function . is defined as follows (recall that +=max[ |l| | (l  r) # RG]):
 .( p0) :=2, .( p1) :=3, .( pf) :=1, and .(=) :=+ } max,
 .(a) :=(a) } 2&+2max for all a # 7,
 .(a ) :=(a) } 2&+max for all a # 7 , and
 .((u, p)) :=(u) } 2&+.( p) for all (u, p) # Q.
Claim 3. The TPDA M(G) is shrinking with respect to the weight function ..
Proof. Based on the definitions of $ there are nine cases that must be considered.
Here we only give the details for one of them leaving the others to the interested
reader.
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For (l  r) # RG , we have ((u1 , p1), b , ra) # $((u1l, p0), b , a):
.((u1 l), p0))+.(b )+.(a)&(.((u1 , p1))+.(b )+.(ra))
=(u1) } 2&+(l) } 2&+.( p0)+.(b )
+.(a)&((u1) } 2&+.( p1)+.(b )+.(r)+.(a))
=(l) } 2&+.( p0)&.( p1)&.(r)
=(l) } 2&&(r) } 2&&2max } |r|&1
((r)+1) } 2&&(r) } 2&&2max } |r|&1
=2&&2max } |r|&1>0,
since &>max } |r| by the definition of &. K
Thus, M(G) is a shrinking TPDA, and N(M(G))=L(G). This completes the
proof of Theorem 3.7. K
We can summarize the results of this section as follows.
Corollary 3.8. A language is growing context-sensitive if and only if it is
accepted by some shrinking TPDA.
It is immediate from the definition that each sTPDA is linearly time bounded,
and it follows from the above corollary and the main result of [DW86] that the
language accepted by an sTPDA belongs to the complexity class P. In Definition 2.1,
if we only require that the weight of the actual configuration does not increase in
any step, then we obtain the so-called bounded TPDA, which accepts the languages
from the class CSL. A bounded TPDA will in general not be linearly time bounded.
However, with an additional linear time bound this type of automaton characterizes
Gladkij’s class CSLlin . In particular, this shows that GCSL is contained in the class
CSLlin . While GCSL is a subclass of P, CSL lin contains NP-complete languages
[Boo78]. This already gives a strong indication that GCSL is a proper subclass of
CSLlin . In fact, we will later give a proof for this fact. It is an open problem whether
the linearly time bounded TPDA that are not required to be bounded also accept
the class CSLlin [Boo69]. Observe that all these classes are proper subclasses of Q,
the class of languages accepted by nondeterministic Turing machines in linear time
[WW86].
4. GENERALIZED CHURCHROSSER LANGUAGES
We have seen that the shrinking TPDA characterizes exactly the class of growing
context-sensitive languages. Now we consider the class of languages that is charac-
terized by the shrinking deterministic TPDA. We give a characterization of this
class in terms of certain restricted string-rewriting systems leading to the notion of
generalized ChurchRosser languages.
To state the definition of this class of languages, we need some additional notions
from the theory of string-rewriting systems.
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Definition 4.1. Let R7*_7* be a (finite) string-rewriting system. The
system R is called
 confluent if u *R v and u *R w imply that v *R z and w *R z for some
z # 7*,
 normalized if r # IRR(R) and l # IRR(R"[l  r]) hold for each rule
(l  r) # R, where IRR(R) denotes the set of strings that are irreducible with respect
to R, that is, w # IRR(R) if and only if w does not contain the left-hand side l of
any rule (l  r) # R as a factor.
If R is a finite string-rewriting system, then IRR(R) is a regular language, and
from R a deterministic finite-state acceptor (DFA) can be constructed in polynomial
time for the set IRR(R).
If a string-rewriting system R is weight-reducing and confluent, then each
congruence class [u]R :=[w # 7* | u W*R w] contains a unique irreducible string u0 ,
which can then serve as a normal form for this class. For each w # [u]R , w *R u0 ,
and given some string u # 7*, its normal form u0 can be determined in linear time.
Finally, if R is a length-reducing or a weight-reducing string-rewriting system
that is also confluent, then one can construct a normalized and confluent system R0
that is length-reducing or weight-reducing, respectively, in polynomial time from R
such that R and R0 are equivalent, than is, W*R= W*R0 . Thus, in the following we
can restrict our attention to length-reducing and weight-reducing, respectively,
confluent systems that are normalized.
In [MNO88] finite length-reducing and confluent string-rewriting systems are
used to introduce the notion of ChurchRosser languages. Here we extend this
notion to that of generalized ChurchRosser languages.
Definition 4.2. (a) A language L7* is a ChurchRosser language if there
exist an alphabet 17, a finite, length-reducing, confluent string-rewriting system
R on 1, two strings t1 , t2 # (1"7)* & IRR(R), and a letter Y # (1"7) & IRR(R)
such that, for all w # 7*, t1wt2 *R Y if and only if w # L.
(b) A language L7* is a generalized ChurchRosser language if there exist
an alphabet 17, a finite, weight-reducing, confluent string-rewriting system R on
1, two strings t1 , t2 # (1"7)* & IRR(R), and a letter Y # (1"7) & IRR(R) such
that, for all w # 7*, t1wt2 *R Y if and only if w # L.
We want to show that the class of generalized ChurchRosser languages coincides
with the class of languages that are accepted by shrinking deterministic TPDA. The
first half of this result is easily established.
Theorem 4.3. If a language L is accepted by some shrinking DTPDA, then L is
a generalized ChurchRosser language.
Proof. Let L be the language that is accepted by the shrinking DTPDA M=
(Q, 7, 1, $, q0 , =, [q f]) with weight function ., that is, L=L(M). We claim that
L is a generalized CRL.
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Let 2 :=Q _ 1 _ 1 , where 1 is a new alphabet in 1-to-1 correspondence with 1.
We assume that the three sets Q, 1, and 1 are pairwise disjoint. The weight func-
tion . is extended to 2 by taking .(a ) :=.(a) for all a # 1. Further, define t1 :=
= q0 and t2 :==. It remains to define a finite string-rewriting system R on 2. Let
R be the system that contains the following rules:
a qb  u q$v if $(q, a, b)=(q$, u, v), q # Q, a, b # 1,
a qf  qf for all a # 1 .
Here &: 1*  1 * denotes the obvious isomorphism.
We assume that on entering its accepting state qf , the DTPDA M cannot make
another step, that is, $(qf , a, b) is undefined for all a, b # 1. Since in its last step
during an accepting computation M deletes the bottom marker = from its second
pushdown store, this assumption is easily justified.
Since M is shrinking with respect to ., we see immediately that .(l)>.(r) holds
for each rule (l  r) # R. Hence, R is a finite weight-reducing system. Since M is
deterministic, there are no overlaps between left-hand sides of rules of R, and so R
is confluent (see [BO93] Section 2.3). Also t1 , t2 , and qf are irreducible with
respect to R. Finally, for all w # 7*, w # L if and only if =q0w= |&*M=:qf for some
: # (1"[=])* if and only if = q0w= *R= : q f for some : # (1"[=])* if and only if
t1 wt2== q0w= *R = : qf *R qf . Thus, R, t1 , t2 , and qf witness the fact that L is a
generalized CRL. K
To show the converse result we need some preparations. In the previous section
we considered the notion of ordered reduction sequences. Here we will use a
stronger version of it, the so-called leftmost reductions.
Definition 4.4. Let R be a string-rewriting system on 7. A reduction w R z
is called leftmost, denoted wL R z, if the following condition is satisfied: if
w=x1l1 y1 , z=x1 r1y1 , and (l1  r1) # R, and also w=x2l2y2 for some rule
(l2  r2) # R, then x1l1 is a proper prefix of x2 l2 , or x1 l1=x2l2 and x1 is a
proper prefix of x2 , or x1=x2 and l1=l2 . Let L *R denote the reflexive transitive
closure of L R . For every w, z # 7*, a sequence of reductions that begins with w
and ends with z such that every step is leftmost is called a leftmost reduction from
w to z.
If the system R is normalized, then, for each w  IRR(R), there exists a unique
z # 7* such that wL R z. Hence, for normalized systems the process of leftmost
reduction is a deterministic one.
If the system R is weight-reducing and confluent, then, for each w  IRR(R), there
exists a unique irreducible string w0 # IRR(R) such that w W*R w0 . Hence, each
leftmost reduction that begins with w and ends with some irreducible string ends
with this string w0 . In particular, if R is normalized, weight-reducing, and confluent,
then for each w  IRR(R), there is a unique leftmost reduction from w to its normal
form w0 # IRR(R).
In the proof of Theorem 3.7 we have presented a shrinking TPDA that non-
deterministically computes ordered reduction sequences with respect to a finite,
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weight-reducing string-rewriting system. In order to enable this TPDA to obtain
each possible ordered reduction sequence, we could not force it to perform a reduc-
tion step each time such a step became applicable. In contrast to this more general
situation we now have confluence, that is, it suffices to consider leftmost reductions.
Hence, we can force the TPDA to perform a reduction step whenever such a step
becomes applicable, in this way computing leftmost reductions only. If the underly-
ing string-rewriting system is in addition normalized, then this TPDA will be
deterministic. Finally, the transition ((u, p0), b , =)  ((u, pf), b , =) is replaced by
$((u, p0), b , =) :=((=, pf), b u , =) for all u # 7+ and b # 7 _ [=], where u does not
end in l for any rule (l  r) # R. In this way we get the following result.
Theorem 4.5. Let R be a finite string-rewriting system that is normalized and
weight-reducing. For w # 7*, let w0 # IRR(R) denote the unique irreducible descen-
dant of w with respect to leftmost reductions. Then a shrinking DTPDA M(R)=
(Q, 7, 1, $, q0 , =, [qf]) can be constructed such that, for each w # 7*, =q0 w=
|&*M(R) =w 0 qf . Here 7 1"7 is an alphabet in 1-to-1 correspondence to 7, and
&: 7*  7 * is the corresponding isomorphism.
Actually, the shrinking DTPDA described here is just an appropriately modified
variant of the DTPDA described in [Boo82]. Based on this technical result we now
prove the intended converse of Theorem 4.3. However, to simplify the proof we
introduce the following notion, which will also be of interest later. Let R be a
normalized and weight-reducing string-rewriting system on 7, and let w # IRR(R).
Then {LR(w) :=[u # 7* | uL *R w] is the set of all leftmost ancestors of w. Observe
that, if the system R is in addition confluent, and the string w is irreducible, then
{LR(w)=[w]R .
Theorem 4.6. Each generalized ChurchRosser language is accepted by some
shrinking DTPDA.
Proof. Let L7* be a generalized ChurchRosser language. Then there are
some alphabet 17, a finite, weight-reducing, confluent string-rewriting system R
on 1, strings t1 , t2 # (1"7)* & IRR(R), and a letter Y # (1"7) & IRR(R) such that,
for all w # 7*, t1 wt2 *R Y if and only if w # L. Without loss of generality we can
assume that the system R is normalized. Hence, by Theorem 4.5 there is a shrinking
DTPDA M(R) :=(Q, 1, 2, $, q0 , =, [qf]) such that, for each w # 1*, =q0w= |&*M(R)
=w 0qf , where w0 # IRR(R) is the unique irreducible string satisfying wL *R w0 .
Since the string Y of length 1 is irreducible, it is straightforward to modify the
DTPDA M(R) into a shrinking DTPDA M1 that accepts the language {LR(Y). Since
R is confluent, {LR(Y )=[Y]R holds.
This sDTPDA M1 is now transformed into a shrinking DTPDA M2 that accepts
the language L. M2 executes the following three steps.
(i) Before reading any input, M2 writes t1 into the first component of its
finite control. If |t1 |>+ (see the proof of Theorem 3.7), then t1=t$1 t"1 , |t"1 |=+, and
M2 puts t $1 onto its first pushdown store, storing t"1 in the first component of its
finite control. By assigning a sufficiently large weight to the initial state symbol, this
step can be made weight-reducing.
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(ii) Now M2 simulates the DTPDA M1 , that is, it computes a leftmost
reduction with respect to R. M2 continues with this simulation until it encounters
the bottom marker = on its second pushdown store.
(iii) When the bottom marker = is encountered on the second pushdown
store, then M2 pushes the string t2 onto the second pushdown store. Thereafter, it
continues with the simulation of M1 . Since this intermediate step occurs only once,
it can be made weight-reducing by introducing a second set of states in 1-to-1
correspondence to the states of M1 . These new states have the original weight that
the corresponding states of M1 have, and it is this set of states that is used in this
final part of the simulation. For all the states used in steps (i) and (ii) the weight
is increased by .(t2)+1, where . is the weight function of M1 . Thus, when pushing
t2 onto the second pushdown store, the overall weight of the contents of the two
pushdown stores increases by .(t2), but the weight of the actual state symbol
decreases by .(t2)+1 by switching to the aforementioned new set of states.
Thus, M2 accepts on input w # 7* if and only if t1wt2L *R Y if and only if w # L.
Since M2 is a shrinking DTPDA, this proves our result. K
Combining Theorem 4.3 and Theorem 4.6 we obtain the following characterization.
Corollary 4.7. A language is accepted by some shrinking DTPDA if and only
if it is a generalized ChurchRosser language.
Thus, the generalized ChurchRosser languages can be seen as the deterministic
variants of the growing context-sensitive languages. Obviously, this characterization
immediately yields the following closure property for the class GCRL.
Corollary 4.8. The complement of a generalized ChurchRosser language is itself
a generalized ChurchRosser language.
If R is a normalized string-rewriting system that is monadic, that is, R is length-
reducing and |r|1 for each rule (l  r) of R, then the set of leftmost ancestors
{LR(S) :=w # S {
L
R(w) of S is a deterministic context-free language for each regular
set S of irreducible strings [Boo82]. On the other hand, it is known that for the
length-reducing and confluent string-rewriting system R0 :=[abc  ab, bbc  cb],
{LR0(abb) & a* } b* } c*=[ab
2n+1cn | n0], and so {LR0(abb) is not even a context-
free language [Ber77, Boo82].
It is not hard to see that the language {LR(S) is growing context-sensitive for each
regular set S, if R is length-reducing and normalized. Actually, we can describe the
complexity of the languages of this form more closely. In the proof of Theorem 4.6
we have used the observation that the set {LR(w) of (leftmost) ancestors of an
irreducible string w with respect to a normalized and weight-reducing string-rewrit-
ing system R is accepted by some shrinking DTPDA. In fact, the following result
holds.
Theorem 4.9. Let R be a normalized and weight-reducing string-rewriting system
on 7, and let SIRR(R) be a regular language. Then the set {LR(S) of leftmost
ancestors of S is accepted by some shrinking DTPDA.
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Proof. Since SIRR(R) is a regular language, there exists a DFA B on 7 such
that L(B)=[(w )t | w # S]. Here 7 is a new alphabet in 1-to-1 correspondence to
7, &: 7*  7 * is the corresponding isomorphism, and ut denotes the reversal of u.
From Theorem 4.5 we get a shrinking DTPDA M(R) :=(Q, 7, 1, $, q0 , =, [qf])
such that, for each w # 7*, =q0w= |&*M(R) =w 0qf , where w0 # IRR(R) is the unique
irreducible string satisfying wL *R w0 .
Now the DFA B and the sDTPDA M(R) are combined as follows. First the
combined DTPDA M acts exactly as M(R). Only the final transition $((u, p0), b , =)
=((=, pf), b u , =) is replaced by $((u, p0), b , =)=(ru , b , =), where ru :=$B(r0 , u t).
Here we assume that B=(QB , 7 , $B , r0 , FB), and that QB & (Q _ 1 )=<. Then the
combined DTPDA M simulates B using its first pushdown store as input tape.
Finally, we add the transitions $(r, =, =)=(qn , =, =) for all accepting states r # FB ,
where qn is another new state, the final state of the DTPDA M. It is easily seen that
the weight function . can be extended in such a way that M is shrinking with
respect to .. K
Actually, Theorem 4.9 can be extended to all languages SIRR(R) that are
accepted by shrinking DTPDAs.
If R is a finite weight-reducing string-rewriting system that is normalized and
confluent, then [w]R={LR(w) for each string w # IRR(R). Thus, Theorem 4.9
implies that in this situation, [S]R :=w # S [w]R is accepted by some shrinking
DTPDA for each regular set S contained in IRR(R).
5. SEPARATION RESULTS
We have seen that GCSL is contained in CSLlin . Further, it is known that
CSLlin is a proper subclass of CSL, since, for example, the Gladkij language LGl :=
[wc% wtc% w | w # [a, b]*] belongs to CSL"CSLlin [Gla64b, Boo69]. On the other
hand, CFL is a proper subclass of GCSL, since already CRL contains the non-
context-free language [a2n | n0] [MNO88], while it is easily seen that each CFL
is generated by some quasi-growing grammar. Finally, DCFL is properly contained
in CFL as well as in CRL [MNO88]. Thus, the situation can be depicted as in
Fig. 1, where arrows indicate set inclusions, while dashed arrows indicate proper
inclusions. In addition, we know that CRL is not contained in CFL. In [MNO88]
it has been conjectured that CFL is not contained in CRL, either. Here, based on
the results of the previous sections, we can easily settle this conjecture in the affirm-
ative. In fact, we will prove that CFL is not even contained in GCRL, which then
implies that GCRL is strictly contained in GCSL. Thus, the shrinking TPDA is
strictly more powerful than its deterministic variant.
Definition 5.1. (a) A grammar G=(N, T, S, P) is called linear, if all produc-
tions in P are of the form A  ;, where A # N and ; # T* } N } T* _ T*, that is, it
is context-free, and each production contains at most a single nonterminal symbol
in its right-hand side.
(b) A language that can be generated by a linear grammar is called a linear
language. The class of linear languages will be denoted by LIN.
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FIGURE 1
For additional information on the class LIN see, e.g., [WW86]. As observed
above the Gladkij language LGl is not a growing context-sensitive language. However,
the following result holds for its complement LcGl :=[w # [a, b, c% ]* | w  LGl].
Lemma 5.2. LcGl is a linear language.
Proof. Observe that a string w # [a, b, c% ]* does not belong to LGl if and
only if
(1) |w| c% {2, or
(2) w=w1c% w2 c% w3 and w t1 {w2 or
(3) w=w1c% w2 c% w3 and w t3 {w2 .
Hence, it is easily seen that LcGl is the union of three linear languages, and hence,
LcGl is itself a linear language. K
Since the class GCRL is closed under complementation, this implies that LcGl is not
a generalized ChurchRosser language. Thus, we have the following consequences.
Corollary 5.3. (a) The language classes GCRL and CFL are incomparable.
(b) The language classes GCRL and LIN are incomparable.
(c) The language classes CRL and CFL are incomparable.
(d) The language classes CRL and LIN are incomparable.
(e) GCRL is a proper subclass of GCSL.
On the other hand, we will see in the next section that each GCSL is accepted
by some one-way auxiliary pushdown automaton with logarithmic space bound
and polynomial time bound (Theorem 6.3). Since CSLlin contains languages that
cannot be accepted by any PDA of this restricted type [Bun96], this yields the
following proper inclusion.
Corollary 5.4. The language class GCSL is properly contained in CSLlin .
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From Corollary 5.3 and 5.4 we see that all the inclusions that hold between the
classes shown in Fig. 1 are obtained by the transitive closure of the inclusions
indicated explicitly through the arrows shown in Fig. 1. The only open question
remaining is whether or not the class CRL is properly contained in the class GCRL.
6. COMPLEXITY OF GROWING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE LANGUAGES
In the previous sections we have given a characterization of the growing context-
sensitive languages through the shrinking TPDA. A shrinking TPDA is linearly time
bounded, however, since it is a nondeterministic device, this does not necessarily
give a good algorithm for solving the membership problem of a GCSL.
On the other hand, Dahlhaus and Warmuth [DW86] have shown that this
problem can be solved in polynomial time. In fact, they have shown that the class
GCSL is contained in LOGCFL. Here we will improve upon their result. In order
to do so we need the following technical notions.
Definition 6.1. (a) An auxiliary pushdown automaton (auxPDA) with space
bound s is a nondeterministic Turing machine M with a read-only input tape, a
pushdown tape, and an auxiliary work tape which is initialized to have exactly s(n)
squares, limited by end markers, if M is started on an input of length n.
(b) A one-way auxiliary pushdown automaton (OW-auxPDA) with space
bound s is an auxPDA with space bound s that is limited to a one-way input tape.
(c) LOGCFL denotes the closure of the class CFL of context-free languages
under log-space reductions.
(d) OW-LOGCFL denotes the closure of the class CFL under one-way log-space
reductions.
For more details concerning auxPDAs see [HU79], for one-way auxPDAs see
[Bra77], and for one-way reductions see [HIM78].
Proposition 6.2. (a) LOGCFL coincides with the class of languages that are
accepted by auxPDAs with logarithmic space bound and polynomial time bound
[Sud78].
(b) OW-LOGCFL coincides with the class of languages that are accepted by
OW-auxPDAs with logarithmic space bound and polynomial time bound [Lau88].
Dahlhaus and Warmuth [DW86] have shown that the class GCSL is contained
in LOGCFL. Using their technique we will derive the following stronger result.
Theorem 6.3. Each growing context-sensitive language is accepted by some
OW-auxPDA with logarithmic space bound and polynomial time bound, that is,
GCSL is contained in OW-LOGCFL.
In order to prove this result, we need some preparations. Recall from Definition 3.1
that a grammar G=(N, T, S, P) is growing context-sensitive, if the start symbol S
does not appear on the right-hand side of any production of G and if |:|<|;| holds
for all productions (:  ;) # P satisfying :{S. Thus, if (:  ;) # P, then ; may
contain some terminal symbols as well as some nonterminal symbols, and if :{S,
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then also : may contain some terminal symbols. To simplify the construction of
a OW-auxPDA for the language L generated by G, we want to separate the
productions containing terminal symbols from the other productions. This leads to
the following class of grammars.
Definition 6.4. (a) A grammar G=(N, T, S, P) is called terminal separated if
the set P of productions can be partitioned into two sets P=P1 _ P2 such that,
(i) for all (:  ;) # P1 , : # N, and ; # T, or :=S and ;==, and
(ii) for all (:  ;) # P2 , : # N +, and ; # N +.
(b) A grammar G=(N, T, S, P) is called a terminal separated growing context-
sensitive grammar (tsGCSG), if the start symbol S does not appear on the right-hand
side of any production of G, if G is terminal separated with partition P=P1 _ P2 ,
and if |:|<|;| holds for all productions (:  ;) # P2 .
A terminal separated growing context-sensitive grammar G is obviously context-
sensitive, since all productions (:  ;) # P satisfy the inequality |:||;| with the
=-production (S  =) being the only noncritical exception. By choosing the
weight function .(A) :=1 and .(a) :=2 for all A # N and a # T, we see that G is in
addition quasi-growing. Hence, we conclude the following characterization from
Proposition 3.2.
Proposition 6.5. A language L is growing context-sensitive if and only if it is
generated by some terminal separated growing context-sensitive grammar.
Next we restate the notion of a derivation graph, which will be used to describe
derivations in a tsGCSG. We essentially use the notation of Dahlhaus and
Warmuth [DW86], which goes back to Loecks [Loe70].
Definition 6.6. Let G=(N, T, S, P) be a tsGCSG, and let S OG :1 OG } } } OG :k
be a derivation in G. The derivation graph Dk=(Vk , Ek) that is associated with this
derivation is defined inductively as follows:
k=1: Let :1=a1 a2 } } } am , where ai # N _ T. Then D1 :=(V1 , E1) has the
vertex set V1 :=[x0 , x1 , ..., xm , y1] and the edge set E1 :=[x0  y1 , y1  x1 , ...,
y1  xm]. The vertices x0 , x1 , ..., xm are called symbol vertices, and they are labeled
with S, a1 , ..., am , respectively. The vertex y1 is called a production vertex and it is
labeled with the production (S  :1).
k>1: Let Dk&1=(Vk&1 , Ek&1) be the derivation graph that corresponds
to the derivation S OG :1 OG } } } OG :k&1. Since ak&1 OG :k , there are strings
u, v # (N _ T)* and a production (l  r) # P such that :k&1=ulv and :k=urv.
Assume that l=a1 } } } am and r=b1 } } } bn , where ai # N and bj # N _ T. Then the
derivation graph Dk=(Vk , Ek) is obtained from Dk&1 by adding a production
vertex yk labeled with the production (l  r), by adding symbol vertices x$1 , ..., x$n
labeled with b1 , ..., bn , respectively, and by adding the edges [ yk  x$1 , ..., yk  x$n]
and the edges [x1  yk , ..., xm  yk], where x1 , ..., xm are the symbol vertices of
Dk&1 that correspond to the symbols a1 , ..., am of :k&1.
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Observe that derivation graphs are planar and acyclic (Fig. 2). Hence, there is a
natural left to right order among the sinks of a derivation graph, and similarly,
among the predecessors and the successors of each production vertex. A path ? in
a derivation graph is denoted by ?=(x0  y1  x1  } } }  yk  xk), where xi&1  yi
and yi  xi are edges in the derivation graph, x0 , ..., xk are symbol vertices, and
y1 , ..., yk are production vertices. If ?1 is a path from x0 to xk , and ?2 is a path
from xk to xm , then ?1 b ?2 denotes the path from x0 to xm which is obtained as the
composition of these two paths. Obviously, a path ? can be seen as a subgraph of
the derivation graph considered. We call a path a terminal path if xk is labeled with
a terminal symbol. Since we consider a tsGCSG, vertices labeled with terminal
symbols are necessarily sinks of the derivation graph. We will mainly consider
derivation graphs that correspond to derivations S O*Gw of strings w # T*.
All paths in derivation graphs that have length 0 or that do only contain
production vertices of out-degree 1 will be called trivial paths. Observe that such
paths can be at most of length 2, since we are dealing with a tsGCSG. If ? is a non-
trivial terminal path in a derivation graph D, then ? contains production vertices
of out-degree larger than 1, which may in addition also have in-degree larger than
1. If y is such a production vertex of ?, and if x is a symbol vertex not belonging
to ? but connected by an edge to y, then x is called a neighbor of ?. In detail: if
x  y is an edge of D, but x does not belong to ?, then x is called an inbound
neighbor of ?, and if x$ is a symbol vertex not belonging to ? such that y  x$ is
an edge of D, then x$ is called an outbound neighbor of ?. Since the predecessors
x1 , ..., xm and the successors x$1 , ..., x$n of the production vertex y are ordered from
left to right, and since exactly one xi and one x$j belong to ?, we can distinguish
between left and right inbound and outbound neighbors of ?. If y is the first produc-
tion vertex on the path ? such that y has in-degree larger than 1, and x1 , ..., xm are
the predecessors of y with xi lying on the path ? for i>1 (i<m), then xi&1 (xi+1)
FIG. 2. A derivation graph (without labels).
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is the first left (right) inbound neighbor of ?. Analogously, if y is the first production
vertex on ? such that y has out-degree larger than 1, and x$1 , ..., x$n are the
successors of y with x$j lying on the path ? for j>1 ( j<n), then x$1 (x$n) is the first
left (right) outbound neighbor of ?. Obviously, when traversing ? we first encounter
the inbound neighbors of ? at the production vertex y and then the outbound
neighbors of ? at y.
Finally, a set of paths in a derivation graph is consistent, if, for every two paths
from that set, these two paths have either no vertex in common, or starting with
the first common vertex these paths are identical. Thus, consistent paths in a
derivation graph cannot cross, since derivation graphs are planar.
Concerning consistent sets of paths in derivation graphs Dahlhaus and Warmuth
obtained the following important result.
Proposition 6.7 [DW86]. Let G=(N, T, S, P) be a tsGCSG, and let D=(V, E)
be a derivation graph corresponding to a derivation S O+G w of a terminal string
w # T*. Then there is a consistent set of paths [?x |x # V is a symbol vertex]such that,
for each symbol vertex x in V, ?x is a terminal path that starts at the vertex x, and
that is of length at most c } log( |w| )+2, where c is a constant depending only on the
grammar G.
If P=P1 _ P2 is the partitioning of the set of productions according to
Definition 6.4, then the constant c can be taken as c :=(2log g), where g :=
min[( |r||l| )|(l  r) # P2]. The additional additive constant 2 in the statement of
Proposition 6.7 stems from the fact that each terminal path ends with an applica-
tion of a terminal rule from P1 , thus adding two more steps to each terminal path.
We will describe a OW-auxPDA that, given a string w # T* as input, guesses
terminal paths, and verifies that these paths define indeed a derivation graph that
corresponds to a derivation S O+G w. The idea is as follows.
First a terminal path ?1 of length at most c } log( |w| )+2 is being guessed such
that ?1 starts with the start symbol S of the tsGCSG considered. If the first left
neighbor of ?1 is inbound, then the computation is aborted, since in that case ?1
cannot be a path in a derivation graph for S O+G w. If the first left neighbor of ?1
is outbound, then a terminal path ?2 of length at most c } log( |w| )+2 is being
guessed that starts with this particular symbol vertex. In this way the guessing
continues until a sequence of ‘‘short’’ terminal paths 80 :=(?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k) has been
obtained such that the path ?k does not have any left neighbors. Let ?80 denote the
path that starts at the start symbol S, then follows the path ?1 to the production
vertex the leftmost successor of which is the initial vertex of ?2 , then goes to that
vertex, then follows the path ?2 and so forth until finally it follows the path ?k to
the end. It is called the main path of the sequence 80 . If all the paths in 80 are
contained in a derivation graph for S O+G w, then the final vertex of ?k , and
therewith of ?80 , is the symbol vertex that is labeled with the first symbol of w.
Thus, ?80 is the leftmost terminal path in that derivation graph.
By manipulating the sequence of paths 80 appropriately, the corresponding main
path ?80 is used to sweep across the derivation graph from left to right. However,
since the OW-auxPDA cannot guess the complete derivation graph and then verify
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whether it corresponds to a derivation S O+G w, the guessing and checking of the
derivation graph is done by guessing paths and by checking that they are locally
consistent with each other and with the given terminal string w.
In order to describe this OW-auxPDA in detail, we introduce the data structure
of a list of leftmost paths and define two auxiliary procedures for guessing paths
and lists of paths, respectively. A list of leftmost paths will in general not only
contain terminal paths, but it will also contain paths that end at symbol vertices
that are labeled with nonterminal symbols. In order to indicate which neighbors of
a path (or a list of paths) have already been processed completely, we will place
markers at certain symbol vertices, thus introducing the notion of marked symbol
vertices.
Definition 6.8. (a) A list of paths 8=(?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k) is called a list of leftmost
paths if the following conditions are satisfied for all i=1, 2, ..., k:
(i) the path ?i is a path of length at most c } log( |w| )+2 that starts with
a symbol vertex which is labeled with a nonterminal,
(ii) for i<k, ?i is either a terminal path or it ends with a marked symbol
vertex which is labeled with a nonterminal, while ?k is always a terminal path,
(iii) for i<k, if ?i is a terminal path, then ?i+1 starts with the first out-
bound left neighbor x of ?i that is unmarked, and all inbound left neighbors of ?i
that come before x are marked,
(iv) for i<k, if ?i is not a terminal path, then ?i does not have any
inbound right neighbors, ?i+1 starts with the last outbound right neighbor x of ?i
that is unmarked, all right neighbors before x are unmarked, and all left neighbors
of ?i are marked,
(v) all left neighbors of ?k are marked.
(b) Let 8=(?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k) be a list of leftmost paths. The main path ?8 is
obtained by following each path ?i from its initial vertex to the production vertex
that has the initial vertex of ?i+1 as a successor and by then going to that particular
successor for i=1, ..., k&1, and by finally following ?k all the way to its end.
Observe that if 8=(?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k) and 8$=(?$1 , ?$2 , ..., ?$l) are two lists of leftmost
paths containing no marked vertices and starting at the same vertex, then their
main paths ?8 and ?8$ are in fact identical. Obviously, the list of paths 80 described
above is a list of leftmost paths that only contains terminal paths. Its main path ?80
does not have any left neighbors, and it leads from the symbol vertex labeled with
the start symbol to a terminal vertex that is labeled with the first input symbol.
Whenever 8 is a list of leftmost paths such that the first path starts at S, then
its main path ?8 cuts the derivation graph to be constructed into two parts: the
part to the left of the path ?8 , which has already been checked, and therefore, all
the left neighbors of ?8 have been marked, and the part to the right of the path ?8 ,
which must still be checked.
As described above the OW-auxPDA will have to guess lists of leftmost paths.
For this task it uses the procedures GUESSPATH and GENERATELIST that
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are given below. Here w # T* denotes the given input for the OW-auxPDA that we
keep fixed throughout the following discussion.
Procedure 6.9 GUESSPATH:
INPUT : A nonterminal path (x0  y1  x1  } } }  yj  xj), where each vertex
xi is labeled with a nonterminal symbol Ai # N (i=0, 1, ..., j), and each
vertex yi is labeled with a production (li  ri) # P such that li=l$iAi&1li"
and ri=r$iAiri" (i=1, ..., j). In addition, the edge xi&1  yi is labeled
with the integer |l$i |+1 indicating that it is the ( |l$i |+1)th incoming
edge of yi , and the edge yi  xi is labeled with the integer |r$i |+1
indicating that it is the ( |r$i |+1)th outgoing edge of yi .
OUTPUT : A terminal path (x0  y1  x1  } } }  yj  xj  } } }  yk  xk) that
has the given input path as an initial part and that satisfies the length
restriction k(c2) } log( |w| )+1.
begin guess a production (l  r) # P and two integers i # [1, ..., |l|] and i $ # [1, ..., |r|];
if j+1>(c2) } log( |w| )+1 or l{l1Ajl2 with |l1 |=i&1 then abort;
(V The new path is too long, or the symbol vertex xj that is labeled with the
nonterminal Aj cannot serve as the ith predecessor of a production vertex
that is labeled with the production (l  r). V)
? :=(x0  y1  x1  } } }  yj  xj  yj+1  xj+1) with the following
extension to the labeling function:
yj+1 [ (l  r), xj+1 [ ri $ (where r=r1 r2 } } } r |r| ),
(xj  yj+1) [ i, ( yj+1  xj+1) [ i $;
if ri $ # T then return the path ?
else call GUESSPATH recursively with input ?
end.
Procedure 6.10 GENERATELIST :
INPUT : A symbol vertex x0 labeled with a nonterminal A0 # N.
OUTPUT : A list of leftmost paths 8=(?1 , ..., ?k) such that
 ?1 starts with the vertex x0 ,
 ?1 , ..., ?k are terminal paths, and
 for i=1, ..., k&1, the first left neighbor of ?i is outbound, and it
serves as the initial vertex of ?i+1.
begin i :=1; ?1 :=GUESSPATH((x0));
LOOP: Let ?i=(x0  y1  x1  } } }  ym  xm);
j :=1;
while jm and xj&1 is the leftmost predecessor of yj and
xj is the leftmost successor of yj do j :=j+1;
if j=m+1 then return 8 :=(?1 , ..., ?i);
(V ?i does not have any left neighbor V)
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if xj&1 is the tth leftmost predecessor of yj for some t>1 then
begin mark all left neighbors of ?i ;
return 8 :=(?1 , ..., ?i)
(V The first left neighbor of ?i is inbound. Hence, ?i has to be the last
path in the list of leftmost paths to be constructed. V)
end;
if xj is the t th leftmost successor of yi for some t>1 then
begin (V The first left neighbor of ?i is outbound. V)
guess a value v # [0, 1];
if v=1 then (V ?i is to be the last path in the list constructed V)
begin mark all left neighbors of ?i ;
return 8 :=(?1 , ..., ?i)
end
else (V Another path is to be constructed V)
begin let x$ denote the leftmost successor of yi ;
(V x$ is the first left neighbor of ?i , and it is outbound V)
i=: i+1;
?i :=GUESSPATH((x$));
goto LOOP
end
end
end.
Obviously, GENERATELIST guesses a list of leftmost paths 8=(?1 , ..., ?k)
such that ?1 starts with the given vertex x0 , and for each i=1, ..., k&1, ?i+1 starts
with the first outbound left neighbor of ?i .
Since the paths constructed are of length at most c } log( |w| )+2, they can be
stored in space O(log( |w| )). Thus, procedure GUESSPATH can be implemented
on a OW-auxPDA by simply using (one of) the logarithmically bounded work tape(s).
For executing the procedure GENERATELIST the OW-auxPDA has to use its
pushdown store. The paths ?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k of the list of leftmost paths 8=(?1 , ..., ?k)
are generated in the given order. Hence, the OW-auxPDA pushes each of them
onto its pushdown store before guessing the next one. To simplify the discussion we
assume that each cell of the pushdown store can hold a complete path of length up
to c } log( |w| )+2. Obviously, this assumption is easily justified by using an extra
work tape of logarithmic size. Thus, after finishing the execution of the procedure
GENERATELIST, the pushdown store of the OW-auxPDA contains the list of
leftmost paths (?1 , ?2 , ..., ?k) with the path ?k on the top of the pushdown store.
While the procedure GENERATELIST generates a list of leftmost paths that
are all terminal, we will also encounter lists of leftmost paths in the following that
also contain some nonterminal paths. After guessing a list of leftmost paths, we
want to verify whether these paths are compatible with each other and with the
given input string. Those parts that have been checked already will be marked and
therewith removed from the paths. Accordingly, the algorithm we describe in the
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following will in general change a list of leftmost terminal paths in such a way that
it will also contain some nonterminal paths.
We are now prepared to prove Theorem 6.3.
Proof of Theorem 6.3. Let L be a GCSL. Then there exists a tsGCSG G=(N, T,
S, P) such that L=L(G). Thus, a terminal string w # T* belongs to L if and only
if there exists a derivation graph D=(V, E) that describes a derivation S O+G w. We
now present a OW-auxPDA M with two logarithmically bounded worktapes that
accepts on input w if and only if such a derivation graph exists. Let c denote the
constant for the grammar G according to Proposition 6.7. If w # T* is the input for
M, then initially on each of the two worktapes a space of size d } log( |w| ) is marked
(for example by end markers) that is sufficiently large to store a path of length up
to c } log( |w| )+2 of a derivation graph, but other than that these tapes are empty.
Also the pushdown store is empty apart from the bottom marker. Recall from the
discussion above that we assume that each cell of the pushdown store can hold a
path of length up to c } log( |w| )+2 of a derivation graph. Observe that, since the
tsGCSG G is fixed, a path of length m can be encoded in space O(m). Thus, the
constant d depends on the grammar G only, but not on the given input string w.
If |w|1, then w # L if and only if (S  w) # P, since the grammar G is a
tsGCSG. Certainly these finitely many strings can be built into the transition table
of M. Thus, we will assume in the following that n :=|w|2.
If w # L, then there is a derivation graph D=(V, E) for S O+G w. M now tries to
verify this by first guessing the leftmost path from S to the first symbol of w and
then by reconstructing D piecewise by moving this path from left to right across the
derivation graph. Since M cannot construct D completely because of the space
restriction, it just guesses paths in D and verifies that they are consistent with each
other. In addition, since the path ? from S to the first symbol of w might be too
long to fit onto a work tape, this path will be represented through a list of leftmost
paths that has the path ? as its main path. Analogously, the piecewise reconstruc-
tion of the derivation graph D will be done by manipulating this list of leftmost
paths appropriately.
Let x0 be a vertex. This vertex, which will be labeled with the start symbol S,
serves as the single source of the derivation graph D. By executing the procedure
GENERATELIST for this particular vertex x0 , M generates a list of leftmost
paths 8=(?1 , ..., ?k). This list is stored on the pushdown store with the path ?k on
the top of the pushdown store. If ?k has any left neighbors, or if the last vertex of
?k is not labeled with the first symbol of w, then M aborts its computation.
Otherwise, the main path ?8 of 8 has no left neighbors, and it is a path from S
to the first symbol of w. Thus, it is a valid candidate for the leftmost path in the
derivation graph D.
Now the OW-auxPDA M manipulates the list of leftmost paths stored on its
pushdown store by executing the loop described below. After each round the push-
down store contains a list 8=(?1 , ..., ?k) of leftmost paths such that the path ?1
starts at the symbol vertex labeled with the start symbol S, and the path ?k ends
at a symbol vertex that is labeled with the actual input symbol currently being scanned
on the input tape.
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Loop: Let 8=(?1 , ..., ?k) be the actual list of leftmost paths contained in the
pushdown store.
if k=0 then if the input is exhausted then accept
else abort.
If k>0, then the path ?k is analyzed. Depending on the structure of this path,
M has various options. Recall from the definition that all left neighbors of the main
path ?8 of 8 are marked. Thus, we only need to consider the right neighbors of ?8 .
We distinguish between four cases.
Case 1. The path ?k does not have any right neighbors. This path ends with a
symbol vertex that is labeled with the actual input symbol. Since ?k has no inbound
right neighbor, any terminal path to the right of the main path ?8 that also ends
at this very terminal vertex must enter the main path before ?k . Thus, the head on
the input tape is moved one step to the right, and the path ?k is deleted from the
pushdown store.
If the path ?k&1 is a terminal path, then the first unmarked outbound left
neighbor of it served as the initial vertex of ?k . This particular vertex is now being
marked. If now the path ?k&1 does not have any unmarked left neighbors, then
8$ :=(?1 , ..., ?k&1) becomes the actual list of leftmost paths. Otherwise, let x denote
the next left neighbor of ?k&1. If it is inbound, then M aborts, since such a
configuration cannot be part of a derivation graph (see Fig. 3). If it is outbound,
then M executes the procedure GENERATELIST for the vertex x. In this way the
list of leftmost paths 8$ :=(?1 , ..., ?k&1 , ?$k , ..., ?$k+l) is generated and stored on the
pushdown store. If ?$k+l has any left neighbors, or if it does not end with a vertex
that is labeled with the actual input symbol, then M aborts. Otherwise, 8$ becomes
the actual list of leftmost paths.
Finally, assume that ?k&1 is not a terminal path. In that case ?k&1 does not have
any inbound right neighbors, all its left neighbors and its final vertex are marked,
and its last unmarked outbound right neighbor served as the initial vertex of ?k .
This particular vertex is now being marked.
Let x denote the last right neighbor of ?k&1 that is still unmarked. Now M
executes the procedure GENERATELIST for the vertex x. In this way a list of
leftmost paths 8$ :=(?1 , ..., ?k&1 , ?$k , ..., ?$k+l) is generated. If ?$k+l has any left
neighbors, or if it does not end with a vertex that is labeled with the actual input
symbol, then M aborts.
Finally, if ?k&1 does not have any unmarked right neighbors, then it is deleted
from the pushdown store, and the previous path is considered. This continues until
either the pushdown store becomes empty, that is, 8$== is the actual list of
leftmost paths, or until one of the other alternatives discussed above applies.
Case 2. The path ?k does have right neighbors, but they are all outbound. Then
?k can be decomposed as ?k=.k b (x1  y  x2) b k such that the following
conditions are satisfied (see Fig. 4, where V denotes the marked left neighbors):
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FIGURE 3
 k does not have any right neighbors,
 the vertex y is labeled with a production l1A  r1 BCr2 , x1 is labeled with
the nonterminal A, and x2 is labeled with the nonterminal B,
 the first |l1 | predecessors of y and the first |r1 | successors of y are marked.
Hence, the successor x3 of y that is labeled with the nonterminal C is the last
right neighbor of ?k . Now the head of the input tape is moved one step to the right,
the vertex x2 is being marked, and ?k is replaced by the path ?$k :=.k b (x1  y  x2).
Then the procedure GENERATELIST is executed for the vertex x3 . There-
after the pushdown store contains a list of leftmost paths 8$ :=(?1 , ..., ?k&1 , ?$k ,
?$k+1 , ..., ?$k+l). If ?$k+l has any left neighbors, or if it does not end with a terminal
vertex that is labeled with the actual input symbol, then M aborts. Otherwise, 8$
is a list of leftmost paths such that the main path ?8$ is a path from S to the actual
input symbol. Observe that here the terminal path ?k has been changed into the
nonterminal path ?$k .
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FIGURE 4
Case 3. The first right neighbor of ?k is outbound, but ?k also has some
inbound right neighbors. Then ?k can be decomposed as ?k=.k b (x1  y1  x2) b
k b (x3  y2  x4) b #k such that the following conditions are satisfied (see Fig. 5):
 .k does not have any inbound right neighbors,
 k does not have any right neighbors at all,
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FIGURE 5
 the vertex y1 is labeled with a production l1A  r1BCr2 , x1 is labeled with
the nonterminal A, x2 is labeled with the nonterminal B, and the first |l1 |
predecessors and the first |r1 | successors of y1 are marked. Thus, the vertex x$2 that
is labeled with the nonterminal C is an outbound right neighbor of ?k ,
 the vertex y2 is labeled with a production l2 DEl3  r3Fr4 , x3 is labeled
with the nonterminal D, x4 is labeled with the nonterminal F, and the first |l2 |
predecessors and the first |r3 | successors of y2 are marked. Thus, the vertex x$3 that
is labeled with the nonterminal E is the first inbound right neighbor of ?k .
From the form of the derivation graphs we conclude that there must be a path
from x$2 to x$3 , if 8=(?1 , ..., ?k) is contained in a derivation graph. Of course, this
path may not satisfy the required bound, and so we have to find a list of leftmost
paths such that the main path coincides with this postulated path.
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To this end the final part (x3  y2  x4) b #k of ?k is copied onto one of the
auxiliary work tapes, and it is erased from ?k . Further, the vertex x2 is being
marked, and ?k is changed into the nonterminal path ?$k :=.k b (x1  y1  x2).
Observe that all left neighbors as well as the vertex x2 are marked and that ?$k only
has outbound right neighbors, the last of which is the vertex x$2 . Then the
procedure GENERATELIST is executed for that vertex. In this way the list of
leftmost paths 8$ :=(?1 , ..., ?k&1 , ?$k , ?$k+1 , ..., ?$k+l) is generated, where ?$k+1 is
the path starting with the vertex x$2 . If ?$k+l is of the form ?$k+l=.k+l b
(x$3  y2  x4) b #k such that .k+l does not have any left neighbors, then the list
(?$k+1, ..., ?$k+l&1, .k+l) defines a path from x$2 to x$3 that does not have any left
neighbors. In this case the auxiliary work tape is erased, and the computation
continues with the list of leftmost paths 8$. Observe that in this case the main path
?8$ is a path from S to the actual input symbol. If ?$k+l is not of the form described
above, then M aborts its computation. Observe that here again a terminal path has
been changed into a nonterminal path.
Case 4. The first right neighbor of ?k is inbound. Then ?k can be decomposed
as ?k=.k b (x1  y1  x2) b k such that the following conditions are satisfied
(see Fig. 6):
 .k does not have any right neighbors,
 the vertex y1 is labeled with a production l1 ABl2  r1 Cr2 , x1 is labeled
with the nonterminal A, x2 is labeled with the nonterminal C, and the first |l1 |
predecessors and the first |r1 | successors of y1 are marked. Thus, the vertex x$1 that
is labeled with the nonterminal B is the first inbound right neighbor of ?k .
If k=1, then M aborts, since in that case ?k coincides with the main path ?8 ,
which is a path from S to the actual input symbol. However, if such a path has an
inbound right neighbor, then it must also have an outbound right neighbor before
that.
So let us assume that k>1. Then the path ?k is copied onto one of the auxiliary
work tapes, and it is erased from the pushdown store.
Now consider the path ?k&1. First let us consider the case that ?k&1 is a terminal
path. Then it can be decomposed as ?k&1=.k&1 b (x3  y2  x4) b k&1 such that
the following conditions are satisfied (see Fig. 6):
 .k&1 does not have any unmarked left neighbors,
 the vertex y2 is labeled with a production l3 Dl4  r3 Er4Fr5 , x3 is labeled
with the nonterminal D, x4 is labeled with the nonterminal F, and the first |l3 |
predecessors and the first |r3 | successors of y2 are marked. Hence, the vertex x$4 that
is labeled with the nonterminal E is the first unmarked left neighbor of ?k&1. It is
outbound, and by definition it is the initial vertex of ?k .
If ?k&1 does not have any outbound left neighbors after x$4 , or if the first left
neighbor of ?k&1 after x$4 is inbound, then M aborts. Otherwise, the first left
neighbor of ?k&1 after x$4 is outbound. Thus, either |r4 |>0, and then this particular
left neighbor is the vertex x$6 that is labeled with the first letter of r4 , or |r4 |=0 and
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k&1 can be decomposed as k&1=:k&1 b (x5  y3  x6) b ;k&1 such that the
following conditions are satisfied (see Fig. 6):
 :k&1 does not have any left neighbors,
 y3 is labeled with a production Gl5  Hr6Jr7 , x5 is labeled with the
nonterminal G, and x6 is labeled with the nonterminal J. Thus, the vertex x$6 that
is labeled with the nonterminal H is the first (outbound) left neighbor of k&1.
Now the vertex x$4 is being marked. Thus, x$6 is now the first left neighbor of
?k&1 that is unmarked, and it is an outbound left neighbor. Then the procedure
GENERATELIST is executed for the vertex x$6 . In this way the list of leftmost
paths 8$=(?1 , ..., ?k&1 , ?$k , ?$k+1 , ..., ?$k+l) is generated. If ?$k+l is of the form
?$k+l=.k+l b (x$1  y1  x2) b k such that .k+l does not have any left neighbors,
then the list (?$k , ..., ?$k+l&1, .k+l) defines a path from x$6 to x$1 that does not have
any left neighbors. In this case the auxiliary work tape is cleared, and the computa-
tion continues with the list of leftmost paths 8$, the main path of which is a path
from S to the actual input symbol. Otherwise, M aborts.
It remains to deal with the case that ?k&1 is not a terminal path. Then all its
left neighbors as well as its final vertex are marked, it has only outbound right
neighbors, one of which is the initial vertex x$4 of the path ?k , and all the right
neighbors after x$4 are marked.
Now the vertex x$4 is being marked. Let x denote the last right neighbor of ?k&1
that is still unmarked. The procedure GENERATELIST is executed for that
vertex. In this way a list of leftmost paths 8$=(?1 , ..., ?k&1 , ?$k , ..., ?$k+l) is
generated. If ?$k+l is of the form ?$k+l=.k+l b (x$1  y1  x2) b k such that .k+l
does not have any left neighbors, then the auxiliary work tape is cleared, and the
computation continues with the list of leftmost paths 8$. Otherwise M aborts.
Finally, if ?k&1 does not have any unmarked right neighbors left, then it is
deleted from the pushdown store, and the previous path is considered. This
continues until either the pushdown store becomes empty, in which case M aborts,
or until one of the above alternatives applies.
This completes the description of the OW-auxPDA M.
An accepting computation of M on input w does indeed describe the successful
guessing of a derivation graph for a derivation S O+G w as can be shown by induc-
tion on the number of iterations of the loop above. Hence, the OW-auxPDA M has
an accepting computation on input w if and only if there is a derivation graph for
S O+G w, that is, if and only if w # L. It remains to discuss the complexity issues.
By construction, M only uses logarithmically bounded space on its auxiliary
work tapes, since it just stores paths of logarithmic length on these tapes. A
derivation graph for S O+G w contains |w| production vertices that are labeled with
productions from P1 , and it contains at most |w|&1 production vertices that are
labeled with productions from P2 . Thus, it only contains up to d } |w| symbol
vertices. If 8=(?1 , ..., ?k) is a list of leftmost paths, then ?1 , ..., ?k start at k
different symbol vertices. Thus, kd } |w|. In addition, for each symbol vertex x,
there is at most one path starting at x that is generated during the above computation
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of M. Thus, the running time of M is bounded by a polynomial function of |w|.
This completes the proof of Theorem 6.3. K
7. CONCLUSION
We have introduced a new nondeterministic machine model, the shrinking
TPDA, and shown that the class of languages that are accepted by it coincides with
the class GCSL. The deterministic variant of the shrinking TPDA, on the other
hand, has been shown to accept the class GCRL, which is obtained from the class
of ChurchRosser languages of [MNO88] by a straightforward generalization.
From this we have obtained a proof for a conjecture of [MNO88] by establishing
the fact that the classes (G)CRL and CFL are incomparable under set inclusion.
Finally, we have shown that each GCSL is accepted by some OW-auxPDA with loga-
rithmic space bound and polynomial time bound, which is a nontrivial improvement
of a result of Dahlhaus and Warmuth [DW86]. Surprisingly the generalized
ChurchRosser languages, that is, the deterministic variants of the GCSL, are not
accepted by the deterministic version of the OW-auxPDA, as witnessed by the
language [w*w1*w2 *i | w, w1 , w2 # [0, 1]*, i # [1, 2], w=w ti ].
Now, consider the language L0 :=[ww | w # [a, b]*]. Then L0 is not context-
free, while its complement Lc0 :=[a, b]*"L0 is a context-free language. Lautemann
has shown that L0 does not belong to OW-LOGCFL [Lau88], see also [Chy76,
Chy77], and hence, by Theorem 6.3, L0 is not a growing context-sensitive language.
Hence, its complement Lc0 is another example of a context-free language that does
not belong to the class GCRL.
However, a lot of open questions remain unanswered at this time. First, the
generalized ChurchRosser languages are obtained from the ChurchRosser
languages by admitting string-rewriting systems in the definition that are less
severely restricted. Hence, CRL is contained in GCRL, but we do not know yet
whether this inclusion is a proper one. In [MNO88] it was not only conjectured
that CFL/3 CRL, but in fact it was conjectured more specifically that the linear
language L :=[wwt | w # [a, b]*] is not a ChurchRosser language. Actually, we
expect that L is not even a generalized ChurchRosser language, but we have no
proof for this yet. Recall that our example language LcGl is also a linear language.
Also it has not yet been determined under which operations and mappings the
classes GCRL and CRL are closed. It is easily seen that the class GCRL is closed
under complement, reversal, and intersection with regular sets. On the other hand,
GCRL is neither closed under union nor under intersection. Nor is GCRL closed
under alphabetic morphisms. Concerning the class CRL even less is known. It is
closed under reversal and under left and right quotient with a single string [MNO88],
but for example, it is not even known whether it is closed under complement.
However, it has been observed recently that CRL is a basis for the class of recursively
enumerable languages [OKK97].
Finally, the classes CRL and GCRL should be compared to the various sub-
classes of the class CSL that Janc ar et al. define based on their machine model of
a forgetting automaton [JMP93].
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